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The course

• Biology 3191:  Molecular mechanisms 
in development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add using smart board, developmental biology:  how organisms develop from a single cell to many cells, many different kinds of cells, patterned/functionalMain features:Read primary literatureDiscuss:  They have to talk about it, not just me! Ideas, hypotheses, methods, results, conclusionsWrite analytical/thesis-based essays & research paper



My goals for the course

• Goals • Why?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
goals:  To teach students about developmental biology >>> cell fate, patternmany aspects of modern biology encompassed in this discipline>>>genetics, gene expression control mechanisms, cell biology - cytoskeleton/cell structure, signaling pathways -- how cells receive information and use that information to become different types of cells and different parts of the body.  Learn to read and analyze primary literature in biology:  what questions are addressed, what methods are used, what answers are obtained, how do those answers change our ideas about development >>>>>Understand how information is obtained thru research in biology; how new knowledge is acquiredLearn to Support ideas with empirical information and argumentsIntegrate information into coherent understandingWrite clearly about biology; applicable to other disciplines, useful in any career - organization of information, relationship between ideas and fact that support



Why Writing Intensive?
• Active rather than passive
• Understanding instead of facts
• Ask questions and engage in dialog, not 

acquire information
• Bean ‘Engaging Ideas’ (2001), p. 29-31

– “What…..students need to understand is that for 
expert writers, the actual act of writing causes 
further discovery, development, and 
modification of ideas.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Old model:Think then writeWhat do we (scholars) do? “…academic writers report being gradually drawn into a conversation about a question that does not yet seem resolved. The writer-to-be finds this conversation somehow unsatisfactory; something is missing, wrongheaded, unexplained, or otherwise puzzling…..” what do we want our students to do?  Engage in a dialog with the material - read and ask question about what they don’t understand, delve deeper to figure it out, synthsize specific fact into a bigger picture.  



Teaching writing and teaching 
in the discipline

Expert writer’s process:  unanswered 
questions and a dialog with the ‘material’

1. Starting point: perception of a problem
2. Exploration
3. First draft
4. Reformulation and revision
5. Editing



Bean, Engaging Ideas
This description of the writing process emphasizes the fact that 

expert academic writers are driven by their engagement with 
questions or problems and by their need to see their writing as a 

contribution to an ongoing conversation. ………..[T]his problem-
driven model of the writing process has a distinct advantage… It 

allows …[the]… link[ing of] the teaching of writing to … 
teaching the modes of inquiry and discovery in the…. discipline. 

….[S]tudents [get] personally engaged with the kinds of questions 
that propel writers through the writing process. Thus, the writing 

process itself becomes a powerful means of active learning.



Tools

• Primary literature
• SMARTBOARD
• Telesis 
• Writing assignments

– Journal 
– Analytical essays
– ‘Thesis support’ outlines
– Research paper

• Analysis of reading 
assignments in class

• Discussion not lecture 
• Group work in class
• Analysis of writing 

examples in class
– Writing issues
– Content

• Background information
• Arguments/evidence



Amit et al. (2000)  
“Clonally derived 

Human Embryonic 
Stem Cell Lines 

Maintain Pluripotency 
and Proliferative 

Potential for 
Prolonged Periods in 

Culture.”  
Developmental 

Biology 227: 271-
278.

Reading assignment #1; 
posted on Telesis

Examples slide from ppts used in class

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All writing is designed to convince the reader of something.  Define Totipotent Pluripotent:



Pluripotency and germ layers
Examples slide from ppts used in class

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Progressive restriction of cell fate:  totipotentThen pluripotent them ore restrcted:  germlayer is next, Ecdoderm endoderm  mesodermthen over steps, particular cell types within germlayer



Reading a Research (data) 
paper

• Abstract
• Introduction
• Materials and methods
• Results
• Discussion

See help document ‘read.primary.lit.pdf’

Examples slide from ppts used in class



Abstract of Amit et al.

Work in groups (3-5)
Main question being addressed

Main conclusions
Why is this work important?

10 mins

Examples slide from ppts used in class

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will discuss as a class answers each group came up with.  Hand in what is written



Abstract of Amit et al.

• Main question

• Sub-questions

• Main conclusion

• Sub-conclusion

Examples slide from ppts used in class



FOR NEXT TIME
• Notes in journal on Amit et al. abstract, based on 

class discussion
• Read the rest of Amit et al. 2000 
• Focus on Introduction and Results:  

– List relevant facts that relate to what was known prior to this 
work and what the authors want to ‘prove’

– List experiments in paper 

• On Tues, we will: 
– discuss context and background, why experimenters did the 

work: what question their work addresses, why they are 
asking this question

– relate the data list to conclusions discussed in class today 

Examples slide from ppts used in class



Analysis of Amit et al.

• Introduction
• Work in groups, 10 mins
• Describe context of work:

– What was known prior to this work? 
– What do the authors state as their motivation for the study?
– In what way is this study novel or does it differ from previous 

work?
– What properties must human stem cells have to be useful? 

• Re-state/revise question(s) addressed (use introduction 
and notes on Abstract)

Examples slide from ppts used in class



Discussion groups summary
• What was known prior to this work? (facts)

• What do the authors state as their motivation for the study?

• In what way is this study novel or does it differ from previous work?

• What properties must human stem cells have to be useful? 

Examples slide from ppts used in class



Can progeny of SINGLE human stem 
cells be cultured indefinitely and remain 

normal and pluripotent?
Result/Conclusion: Interpretation:Experiment(s):

SINGLE

Cultured 
indefinitely

Normal

Pluripotent

Sub-
questions:

Examples slide from ppts used in class

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change these terms to questions - and answers, interpret Telomerase high, telomeres long - what does this mean?  How do we interpret this?  Why did the authors assay this?Karyotype normal: again why?  What does this tell us?Actively dividing:  how does this relate to the main question?  Which part does this answer?  Do we know these are immortal?  What argues that they might be?Differentiate into 3 germ layers: answers pluripotentEctoderm EndodermMesoderm



Journal Writing

• Primary means of ‘studying’ for this course
• Entries are not graded on grammar, organization, 

sentence structure, spelling
• Write notes on data papers, to prepare for class 

sessions
• Other notes on reading, idea development and drafts 

to prepare for writing assignments
• Worth 100 pts out of 750 pts total

Refer to ‘Journal writing’ assignment and ‘Questions.data.pap

Examples slide from ppts used in class



LGL can be phosphorylated 
by aPKC

Betschinger et al. (2003) Nature 422:326

Discussion of primary literature



LGL can be phosphorylated 
by aPKC

Betschinger et al. (2003) Nature 422:326

After class:



Discussion of primary literature

Presenter
Presentation Notes




After class:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figure 3. FCN Morphants Have a CatastrophicLoss in Dorsal DevelopmentAll panels are dorsal views with anterior tothe top of st 14–15 neurula embryos. Expressionof multiple dorsal markers (sox2 [A–D],sox3 [E–H], myf5 [I–L], myoD [M–P], shh[Q–T], and xnot [U–X]) are shown in uninjectedsibling embryos (A, C, E, G, I, K, M, O,Q, S, U, and W) and follistatin, chordin, andnoggin (FCN) triple morphants (B, F, J, N, R,and V) as well as β-catenin morphants (D, H,L, P, T, and X) for comparison.



COURSE WEB PAGE

• Telesis:  https://telesis.wustl.edu/
• All assignments, including pdf files of readings
• additional materials:  optional readings, movie 

clips, etc.
• Class session slides
• Course overview, syllabus, help documents, etc.
• Calendar - class session content information, 

assignments, etc

Examples slide from ppts used in class

https://telesis.wustl.edu/


Writing Assignments

• Journal 
• Analytical essays
• Thesis support summaries
• Research paper

– Prospectus
– Thesis support
– Introduction draft
– Final paper
– Optional: revision



Essays 

• Question or thesis 
• Question designed to require synthesis 

of material from several sources
• Support answer with empirical data and 

arguments
• Organize around ideas



Example



Grading 



Writing examples:  3 ways to write about the same thing



Analysis of writing examples

1. Circle one sentence that you found confusing or difficult to follow.  Write what you 
think the author means by this sentence. (You must use your own words.) 

 
 
 
 
 

2. Write one suggestion to make this prospectus better 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After you have completed this form, wait until your partner completes his/her form.  Take 
turns in reviewing what was written.  Responders will read what they wrote in response to 
each question and show the author the sentences that they marked.  Authors are only 
allowed to say, Ōyes, that is correctÕ or Ōno, that is not what I meant.Õ  THIS IS NOT THE 
TIME TO FIX A PROBLEM OR EXPLAIN WHAT YOU MEANT.  FIXING WILL BE 
DONE LATER, after you have had time to think about what your partner has said.   
 
AFTER YOU LEAVE THE SESSION:  Think about your partnerÕs comments, even if 
your partner understood your prospectus.  Do the comments suggest that there may be a 
better way of explaining?  Or a different organization that would better convey your 
points?  Remember, your response may be that you donÕt want to change anything.  You 
are not required to use the responderÕs suggestions.   
 





Research paper
• Getting started

– Pick area based on topic list
– Literature review using Medline
– Identify question addressed by recent work, 2-3 

main data papers
• Prospectus and annotated bibliography
• Thesis support
• Introduction draft
• Final paper (10-12 pages double spaced)
• Optional: revision



Active learning Tools

• Primary literature
• SMARTBOARD
• Telesis 
• Writing assignments

– Journal 
– Analytical essays (4)
– ‘Thesis support’ outlines
– Research paper

• Analysis of reading 
assignments in class

• Discussion not lecture 
• Group work in class
• Analysis of writing 

examples in class
– Writing issues
– Content

• Background information
• Arguments/evidence



Bean, Engaging Ideas
This description of the writing process emphasizes the fact that 

expert academic writers are driven by their engagement with 
questions or problems and by their need to see their writing as a 

contribution to an ongoing conversation. ………..[T]his problem-
driven model of the writing process has a distinct advantage… It 

allows …[the]… link[ing of] the teaching of writing to … 
teaching the modes of inquiry and discovery in the…. discipline. 

….[S]tudents [get] personally engaged with the kinds of questions 
that propel writers through the writing process. Thus, the writing 

process itself becomes a powerful means of active learning.



Thank you for listening

Additional questions/thoughts:
miller@wustl.edu

mailto:miller@wustl.edu
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